TWO SIDED CAPPING BEAM ERECTION STEP BY STEP GUIDE
METHOD STATEMENT

Step One:
Drill 2x holes in the sheet pile for each bracket pair
at desired height (remember to take PLY thickness into
consideration when determining the level of designed
beam). Opposite brackets to be fixed with blind/tensile
bolts with one of the bolts positioned at the top of
the slot of the vertical member. For every segment of
sheet pile position two pair of brackets as close to
the corners of sheet piling as possible.

Step Two:
Repeat the process for next brackets until the
desired pour length is covered. Position extra
brackets each side past the pour length to
accommodate stop−ends.

Step Three:
Position the PLY on the brackets and fix with
25mm wood screws using ALL available holes.
Cover one side with PLY in full for access and
the other side just enough to accommodate the
vertical PLY.

NOTES:
These are standard fitting instructions for the Fast
Form Capping Beam System, you should be able to
complete any size or type of pour following these:

Step Four:
Start positioning the brackets on top of
already fixed ones. Brackets to be fixed
with each other using 2x tensile bolts.

1. Start by marking out the holes for the 2x tensile
bolts (8.8 grade M16) connecting supporting brackets
together through sheet piling. Drill the holes using a
mag drill with oil feeder securing the safety chain. The
holes should be 0.5mm bigger than the diameter of the
bolt. Remember to take into consideration the thickness
of the plywood that will be acting as the floor of the
shuttering for the beam. One of the bolts has to be
positioned at the top of the slot of the vertical member
to prevent the bracket from moving away from the
desired designed level. For most of the sheet piling sizes
it is possible to fit in 2 brackets per one sheet of sheet
piling and position them as close to the bent corners of
sheet piling as possible. all tensile bolts should be
secured with an Impact Wrench. Client should assess the
risk and provide a safe method of access for installation
of formwork.
2. Repeat the process of fixing the brackets through
sheet piling for next brackets until the pour length is
covered. Position extra brackets on each side of the pour
to accommodate stop−ends (designed by client).
3. Use a template to mark out the shape of the recesses
of the sheet piling and use a jigsaw to cut out the
plywood. Fix the plywood to the support brackets with
wood screws using all available holes to prevent the
plywood from dislocating. Use a silicone sealant between
the plywood and the sheet piling to stop any grout from
leaking out of the shuttering. Remember to position any
plywood joints on centre of the brackets. Make sure
that there are no trap ends!
4. Mark the line of the beam shuttering taking into
consideration the thickness of the plywood and position
the shuttering brackets. Make sure that all the top
brackets are positioned over the supporting brackets and
fixed together with 2x tensile bolts (8.8 grade M16)!
5. Repeat the process for all the shuttering brackets.
Plumb the brackets and tighten all the bolts with an
impact wrench

Step Five:
Repeat for next brackets until all are fixed. Plumb
the brackets and tighten all bolts.

Step Six:
Fit all PLY (from behind) and the stop−ends.

Step Seven:
Fix Handrails / Access as required. Use tie bars if advised in your technical
documentation for your order.

6. Fit all the plywood to form the shuttering for the
sides of the beam and fix using wood screws to the
brackets (from behind) using all available holes.
WISAFORM MDO PLY, if supplied by Fast From Systems,
the Light Brown Face is the face to use for the concrete
side, NOT the Dark Brown Face. All PLY should be
suitably oiled for easy release after concreting.
7. All access to be erected by a competent person and to
be inspected and recorded by a competent person every 7
days or when altered.
8. If you have any questions, please call our office we
are here to help.
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Fast Form ™ is the Trade Mark of Fast-Form Systems Ltd and all
copyright and intellectual property belong to the company.
Fast Form ™ is Patent granted, Patent number GB2508263 and is
covered by a Worldwide Patent PCT/GB2014/052586 and further
patent application No 1506126.0. Copyright or Trade Mark
infringements will be prosecuted, If you see any similar bracket in
operation without our name on it please send us an email to
info@fastformsystems.com we offer a reward for all successful
prosecutions.
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